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ROSS THOMSON & ASSOCIATES
68 WESTPARK DRIVE,OTTAWA, CANADA, KIB 3E5 TELEPHONE: (613) 824-2316

May 22nd, 1991

Dr. J. A. Dangerfïeld,
Vice President, Eastern Division. 
Forintek Canada Corp.
800 Montreal Road,
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1G 3Z5

Re: Building Codes & Fire Standards Benefit Study 

Dear Jim,

The attached response to my “Delphi" questionnaire was received last week from Erv 
Schaffer (USFPL Madison). It prompted me to review some of the earlier responses - and I 
thought you and the fire research staff might like to have a copy of it, along with some of the 
other more extensive ‘inputs', for your records.

Responses attached are from:

Erwin.L. Schaffer - U SFPL-(10/5/91)
John D. Rose - APA - (21/1/91) & (21/11/90)
John Ed Ryan - Consultant - (6/1/91)
William J. Groah - HPMA - (3/1/91)
C. Curtis Peterson - AHA - (2/1/91)

Responses from Bob Glowinski and Marc Janssens of NFoPA and Rod McPhee were 
followed up with interviews; the interview notes have already been turned over to Jean 
Claude Havard. Mailed responses were also received from Keith Kersell (Pacific Lumber 
Co.), Jim Noms (ex Weyerhaeuser), Eric Ekstrom (NWWDA). Bob Robins (Consultant) 
and John Sims (Masonite Corp.). These have not been included as the information they 
contain is not significantly different from that in the attached papers.

The attached Fire Program Impact' sheets have been updated - so you will be able to relate 
the responses to the ‘Fire Program Issue' numbers contained in the report.

Hope you find the attached material useful and the report will act as a catalyst to revitalize the 
industry’s fire research program. Please keep me informed - and if there is anything further I 
can do to help, please let me know.

Best personal regards,
ID=2576 2576 1991-1992
C .ROSS THOMSON Building codes 4 fire standards benefit 
study : "delphi* questionaire.

C. Ross Thomson, 
crt/encl.



Note: (Number) following Title corresponds with item 
number in “Fire Program Issues’ section of report.

Fire Program Impact on Wood Products Markets:

Year Achieved Market. Impact 
(approx) (yes/no) LLgain/loss)

1. 20 Minute Fire Doors (11)

Need developed for a fire protection rated replace
ment for the 1-3/4 in solid core wood door for use 
in walls having fire resistance ratings up to 1-hr (eg 
corridors in apartment buildings); 20 min doors 
now required in all North American building codes.

2. Fire Limits (Fire Zones) (8)

Fire limits prohibited ‘combustible’ construction 
within a city’s inner ‘fire zone’; with restricted 
permission in the outer zones. Fire limits replaced 
(except in Standard Building Code) by site specific 
spatial separation requirements, allowing wood 
construction.

3. Component Additive Method (for fire resistance) (6)

Elements (framing, protective membranes, etc ) in 
wall and floor assemblies are assigned ‘times’ 
which, when added, result in an assumed fire resist
ance rating for an assembly deemed to comply with 
building code requirements. Method obviates need 
for expensive tests on specific assemblies.

4- Heat Release Rate (large scale assemblies) (12)

Research using ‘fire resistance' wall furnace as a 
calorimeter showed fire-retardant-treated wood stud 
walls did not materially contributed to fuel released 
into a compartment fire, when compared to a steel 
framed wall.

5. Smoke Toxicity (New York State) (15)

New York State passed a law requiring that all 
products used for interior linings in buildings 
be tested and registered for toxic potency, using 
the UPitt method; research at Weyerhaeuser enabled 
NFoPA to categorize wood products obviating 
need for each manufacturer’s product to be tested.

Fire Program Item 
(Description)
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Fire Program Item
(Description)

Year Achieved
(approx) (yes/no)

Market. Impact
i $ eain/loss)

6 . Fire-Retardant-Treated Wood Roof System (1)

GM’s Livonia fire resulted in development of a ‘non
combustible' vapour barrier for use on steel roof decks. 
A 100 ft ‘tunnel’ test on /m v showed equal perform
ance to the improved steel roof; both systems now 
called up in building codes and insurance industry.

7. Comparative Tests of Wood & Steel Beams (3)

NFoPA conducted comparative tests on a laminated 
wood beam and a steel beam in the same furnace at 
Southwest Research Institute; the test was repeated 
using a wood joist vs steel bar joist. Both showed 
superior performance of wood; tests were filmed 
(movie) and test reports widely distributed.

8- Heat Release Rate (FM Calorimeter) (2)

AWTI sponsored tests of fire retardant treated wood 
in the Factory’ Mutual 3 'x3’ Calorimeter, with the 
result that building codes consider /m v as an equival
ent to ‘non-combustible'.

9. Ohio State Tests (7)

Steel industry tests aimed at showing fire resistance 
tests on w'ood assemblies had “unfair' advantage 
because of fuel contribution to the furnace fire - were 
unsuccessful; difference w'as marginal and combustion 
air had to be introduced in ‘heavy timber' tests. Results 
never published, but data useful to timber industry.

10. House Trailer Tests (13)

Responding to NBS bum-out tests on house trailers 
conducted for HUD, HPMA conducted tests at UL 
comparing plyw'ood with gypsum wall linings; HUD 
did not include restrictions on plywood in its standards.

11. Engineered Wood Systems (19)

Lightweight engineered wood systems are under attack 
by the fire service because of injury or death to fire 
fighters said to result from failures of these systems in 
fire. NFPRF is conducting a research program to 
evaluate these and light steel systems.
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12. Technology Transfer (5)

a) Architectural Woodwork Institute has issued a new 
book on interior finish requirements of the U.S. 
model building codes, highlighting architectural 
woodwork.

b) Canadian Wood Council has issued Fire Design 
Data Files, updating its commentary on the National 
Building Code of Canada since 1975. 1990 comment
ary is being finalized.

c) National Forest Products Association has issued 
its Building Code Conforming Construction 
commentaries on wood use in the U.S.model codes.

d) HPMA has produced a booklet on ‘Design for Fire 
Acceptance’.

e) Any other similar commentaries aimed at the desien 
professions ??????'?T>r>

Year Achieved Market. Impact
(approx) (ves/no) ( $ eain/loss)

Fire Program Item
(Description)

13. Heavy Timber - Calculation o f Fire Resistance (14)

NFoPA conducted fire test in 1982 of a glulam beam to 
validate a fire resistance calculation method for use in 
the U.S. model codes (the T.T. Lie formulae had been 
in use in the Canadian code for several years). AITC 
obtained NER 250 and published Technical Bulletin 
No. 7; the method has since been incorporated into the 
model codes proper.

14. Cone Calorimeter - ASTM El 354 (20)

Intended to provide input for fire growth (math) models, 
the cone provides ‘degree of combustibility’ heat release 
data that can be used in building codes to replace the 
noncombustible requirements that ban outright the use 
o f wood.

15. Interior Finish - Hardwood Plywood (9)

HPMA conducted tests at Southwest Research Institute 
on effect of hardwood plywood interior fmish in a 
furnished residence, tracking tenability from room to 
room (doors open/closed). (was effect o f gypsum wall- 
board backing over studs also assessed ?)
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16. Ohio State Calorimeter - A STM E9Q6 (16)

Weyerhaeuser has been developing use of E906 for 
heat release input for fire growth models to correlate 
with the large scale Room Fire test, to evaluate effect 
o f wood and other products in a fire environment.

17. Large Scale Room-Bum Tests (4)

a) USDA/Forest Products Lab conducted a large scale 
test on a room lined with t&g lumber. (Could FPL 
please supply: obiective/conclusions/imoact along 
with copy of report ?)

b) Forestry Commission of New South Wales (Aust
ralia) with assistance from COFI ran comparative 
tests (Room bum, E84 tunnel,E906 heat release and 
Australian AS 1530.3 spread-of-flame) on western 
red cedar and other wood species/products at Weyer
haeuser with objective of rescinding Australian code 
restrictions on red cedar

18. Interior Finish - A STM E84 Test (10)

a) HPMA has provided a service to its members by 
evaluating members products in its E84 tunnel and 
publishing results for building code use.

b) NFoPA sponsored tests in the HPMA tunnel to 
compare effect of coatings (varnish, shellac) on 
white pine lumber, western red cedar.

c) Amendment to the calculation methods in E84 
have resulted in lowering the ‘numbers' afforded 
many wood products under test - bringing them well 
under the 200 flamespread limit in the U.S. codes.

19. Fire Resistance Tests: A STM El 19. El 52 (17)

a) CWC conducted a series of fire resistance tests on 
insulated floor/ceiling assemblies using wood joists 
and plate connected trusses at National Research 
Council (NRCC) to validate proposed changes to the 
Canadian building code.(NBCC).

b) CWC conducted tests on insulated wall assemblies 
with studs at 24" o.c. to validate proposed changes to 
NBCC.

Fire Program Item
(Description!

Year Achieved
(approx) (yes/no)

Market. Impact
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Fire Program Item
(Description)

20. NFoPA Fire Research Program (18)

a) Tests on wood framed walls and rated wood door 
assemblies under positive pressure (as is used in 
ISO test protocols) showed little effect; tests were 
conducted at Weyerhaeuser.

b) NFoPA has developed a fire growth model using 
heat release data for wood materials; CORNWALL 
simulates comer or wall fire in a room. (It replaces 
MOSURF - modified OSU room fire - see item 16.)

c) A structural fire model (modified FEAFLO)has been 
developed for an unprotected joist floor system and
an NER has been issued. A thermal transfer model 
developed at Forintek will be added to this model to 
provide a design tool for fire resistance of membrane 
protected joisted floor assemblies.

d) USDA/FPL are developing a model for wood 
truss floor systems; to be coupled with the Forintek 
thermal transfer model.

e) Fire resistance model(s) for design of wall and 
roof assemblies are to be developed.

e) Materials bank of selected wood species and 
products has been developed and maintained for 
future comparative and validation tests.

f) Basic research of behaviour of wood and wood 
products in fire has been carried; viz, chemical/ 
physical characteristics to predict heat release rate, 
and effect of char layer on fuel production.

g) An intermediate scale heat release test is to be 
developed under the program; means to evaluate 
assemblies is needed to ‘bridge the gap’ between 
small scale ‘single material’ tests and large scale 
(see Item No. 4) assembly heat release tests.

21- Problem Areas Not Addressed Above: (Covered in ‘Key F ire Issues’ Section)

a) Degradation of fire retardant treated plywood (Key F ire  Issue 1)
roof sheathing and development of qualitative 
screening test.

Year Achieved
(approx) (ves/no)

Market. Impact
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Fire Program Item
(Description)

Year Achieved Market. Impact
(approx) (yes/no) ( $ gain/loss)

21. b) Automatic sprinkler protection; rules changes 
in NFPA No. 13 spacing/positioning under wood 
I-beams and trusses.

c) Fire risk assessment models provide an over-all 
framework to evaluate performance of wood 
buildings relative to fire safety, and consequently 
may (in future) be used as ‘deemed to satisfy’ 
criteria for building codes, (eg. models noted earlier 
would form part of a ‘code conforming’ fire risk 
assessment model.)

d) Use of Room Fire Tests as means to regulate 
interior finish (potential restrictions on wood linings 
if acceptance limits too low, or test parameters -eg 
heat flux inputs - are unrealistically high).

e) LEFT flame spread method will become 
universally accepted; industry needs to develop data 
on wood and wood based products using this 
apparatus, for input to fire growth models.

f) NIST models, like HAZARD I need correct small 
scale input for wood products; these fire hazard 
assessment models are being unversally accepted by 
fire scientists and fire protection engineers.

g) Ban on use o f western red cedar shingles and 
shakes in the Lx>s Angeles area, whether fire retard
ant treated or not; principle of outright ban vs 
performance. (What research is needed ?)

h) Smoke obscuration will become more important as 
a fire safety criterion; there is a need to standardize 
terminology and on a new or existing test method 
with realistic parameters.

i) NIBS toxic hazard test will be introduced into 
A STM for peer review- in 1991; while it has the 
potential of replacing the New York State UPitt test 
(stopping its proliferation) (see Item No. 5) it could 
be adopted by other jurisdictions.Industry needs to 
ensure correct inputs and realistic parameters.

(Key F ire  Issue 3)

(Key F ire  Issue 5)

(Key F ire  Issue 6)

(Key F ire  Issue 7)

(Key F ire Issue 9)

(Key F ire  Issue 11)

(Key F ire  Issue 14)

(Key F ire  Issue 15)



Forest
Service

Forest
Products One Gifford Pinchot Dr. 

Madison, WI 53705-2398
United States 
Department of
Agriculture

Reply to: A700-2

Date: May 10, 1991

Mr. Ross Thomson 
Ross Thomson & Associates 
68 Westpark Drive 
Ottawa, CANADA K1B 3E5

Dear Ross:

We decided to respond to your "Delphi" questionnaire in a 
we had many comments regarding some of the topics listed, 
items we were not totally familiar with either the testing 
did not respond to those. Each item that we addressed is 
number and letter as follows:

letter format since 
For some of the 
or the issue so we 

indicated by the

1. This issue had a positive major impact on the use of wood. In 
particular, door quality specifications were developed to economically and 
ilexibly achieve 20-minutes of protection,

2. No knowledge.

3. The additive method probably had some positive impact on wood use.

A. FPL was involved in this issue around the years 1979 through 1987.
The research did not accomplish the goals established by the wood industry 
although the ̂ industry did try to get this kind of information accepted by the 
codes. The intermediate heat release rate tests currently being conducted by 
Weyerhaeuser are another attempt to get heat release rates accepted as a fire 
performance criterion.

5. This issue had a major impact on maintaining the use of wood as 
interior finishing in New York. The industry did accomplish their goals.

7. These tests probably saved some wood markets but impact is probablysmall. r j

8. These tests did achieve goal of establishing equivalency to 
noncombustible and gained some markets for wood.

10. These tests did save some markets for wood.

11* -*-£ too early to evaluate the impact of this issue on wood markets
since it was initiated in 1990. Perhaps just addressing the issue and 
establishing dialogue will save some wood markets.
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12 c. NFPA Code Conforming Design had a positive impact on wood use when 
lack of understanding of what the codes allowed was the issue.

Page 2

. ^  Other design manuals that have had a positive impact on wood use
xnclude two ASCE design manuals for Evaluation and Maintenence of Wood Systems
and the Wood Design Manual. These have allowed rehabilitation of existing 
wood systems.

13. These tests had major impact on wood use. These tests allowed the 
user greater flexibility in design and application and maintained the heave 
timber market. The objective of the wood industry was achieved.

1 *̂ It is too early to assess the impact of cone calorimeter test 
results. If the concept of degree of combustibility is approved, it will have 
a positive impact on wood use and probably expand the applications. If the 
concept is not approved by codes then there will be no impact on wood use. In 
addition, since the cone calorimeter does not test assemblies, the likelihood 
of getting this concept accepted may be small. However, if heat release rate 
data eventually gets incorporated into codes, the lack of data can hurt the 
wood industry more than if the data were available.

16. E906 will probably be replaced by cone calorimeter as the accepted
methodology for fire growth modeling. If fire models are accepted by the 
codes then having cone calorimeter data will be extremely important to the 
wood industry. If fire models are accepted then the objective of the wood 
industry would be achieved.

17a. This is similar to 16 above. FPL work involves developing wall 
lining algorithms for fire growth models. Such algorithms will improve the 
predictive capabilities of fire growth models. If fire growth models are 
accepted this work will provide greater accuracy of predictions. One major 
impact of fire growth modeling, if accepted by codes, will be to improve the 
fire safety in buildings. If fire safety conditions are improved, then 
perhaps the overdesign of buildings due to fire safety concerns could be 
reduced.

18a and b. This item had a large impact on wood use and the objectives of 
the wood industry were met. Since the codes require the data, wood cannot be 
used unless that data is available. In many cases, the lack of data has hurt 
the wood industry more than the date itself.

18c. Numbers did not effect classifications of wood, therefore there was 
no impact on wood use. However, as before, if the data had not been available 
under the new calculation procedures, it could have bad an impact by not 
allowing wood to be used.

19. No knowledge of benefits/accomplishments.

20a. It's impact was to preserve the wood door market because it showed 
very little effect on performance. Again this is a demonstration that having 
data has the capability of reducing impact of new test procedures.

-6200-28S (5 b-



Mr. Ross Thomson

20b. It is too early to determine whether or not the objectives of the 
fire modeling program will impact wood. However, as with 16. if fire modeling 
becomes accepted by the codes, having the data will have either no impact or Ê 
positive impact on wood use.

20c. There should be some rewording here. The modified FEAFLO is a 
structural floor model and the NER has been issued for the structural aspect. 
It is too early to evaluate the impact of FEÀFLO as a fire endurance model, 
but it should have positive impact because if accepted by codes it will 
provide greater flexibility without expensive fire testing.

20d. The impact will be the same as 20c above. Again it is to early to 
tell what specific impact this program has on wood. If accepted by codes it 
will provide greater flexibility without expensive fire testing. In addition, 
this work can have impact on the acceptability of wood trusses with the fire 
service, especially if fire performance can be improved by identify critical 
elements that need to be protected.

20b-f All of these programs are still ongoing. These programs were 
designed for long-term impact and it is difficult to assess the impact at this 
point in time. We see it as having positive impact on acceptance of modeling 
of wood performance in fire when and if codes accept the modeling approach.

21a. This work began at FFL around 1987 and is still ongoing. The 
problem has had major impact on the use of FRTW. The development of the 
protocol provides a methodology to assess influence; however, the problem may 
e more from a quality control aspect than from degradation of the chemicals 
from solar gain on the roof surface.

21b. No knowledge.

21c. ̂ Fire risk assessment is the ultimate application of fire modeling.
All previous fire modeling work could be combined into this application. If 
fire risk assessment becomes the tool by which codes apply fire safety 
standards then the impact of all the fire modeling work will be tremendous. 
However, it is difficult to assess the current impact.

21d. Use of Room frre tests to regulate interior finish can either have a 
negative impact or a positive impact. If European heat flux scenario is 
adopted then impact will be negative. If current ASTI' proposed heat flux is 
used then impact will be positive.

21e. If LIFT becomes the test method to cover flame spread then it is 
imperative that the industry have such data. The lack of data hurts the 
industry more than date that shows that wood burns. If this test method
becomes an accepted standard, it should have positive or no impact on wood 
use.

Page 3

21f. If HAZARD 1 becomes the accepted fire model than this will have 
negative impact on wood use. Discounting the technical inaccuracies in the 
model, the impact will be negative.

FS-£2C?-26a (5 '6-



Mr. Ross Thomson Page A
21g. The ban on western cedar shakes and shingles in LA has had a very 

large negative impact on wood use. The ban is now extending to wood siding. 
This is more a political issue than a technical one because performance 
standards are not being cited. Research that is needed is long-term 
weathering data of FRT shakes and shingles (30 years or more), durable 
post-treatments and fire hazard assessment procedures that consider not only 
the materials of construction of the building but also the terrain and 
wj1dland fuel surrounding the structure. The WUI structural ignition 
assessment model (SIAM) that is currently being developed by the FS is trying 
to take all the variables that influence the ignition of the structure.

21h. Smoke obscuration has been on the decline as an issue and replaced 
with smoke toxicity. Smoke toxicity is included in fire risk assessment 
models. Therefore, the impact of this issue will follow the impact of fire 
risk assessment procedures.

We hope you find our comments useful.

Sincerely,

ERWIN L. SCHAFFER^/ 
Assistant Director 
Wood Products Research

ce: R. Glowinski, NFPA

FS-6200-28a '5 t -



January  21, 1991

Mr. Ross Thomson 
Ross Thomson & Associates 
68 Westpark Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario K1B 3E5 
Canada

Dear Ross:

it0I!Sh = vnSe to/ our letter of December 17, 1990, the following fire proqram 
items have an impact on structural wood panel markets in the U S and nnito
? M , ? t r , ; nter"ati°na,."arkets- "»t able to Sut î d o l l V fig!™ m  the effect of these program items, however. ^

3‘ în0mL0nHnt additive method for fire resistance. -- More research needs
devel0+p a meth°d and criteria for determining assigned 

times for components, so that alternative products (for example
thisnmPthnHrnfddb?ard- ^  E® listed- A1so wider recognition of

*et od determining fire resistance is needed in U.S. building
d^ ‘ PerhaPs a documented study comparing tested vs. calculated 

performance should be prepared and published in appropriate buildinq 
code magazines, to build support for this method. 9

5‘ ?QQnet^°ADflltyV ’ Instructions were prepared and sent in March,
1990 to APA member companies who produce structural wood panels for

toxîcUv'fp.t !ptrhPHr0dhCtS ïith the St3te 0f New York* 0ther smoke toxicity test methods have been proposed which may be more technically
representative of actual "installed” conditions, as noted in *
Item 21.i.

6 . Fire-retardant-treated wood roof system. -- The development of FRT 
wood uses orginally led to increased markets. Lately, structural 
problems (strength degradation of FRT plywood roof sheathing) caused 
by some chemical manufacturer's formulations have had a negative 
impact on FRT wood markets and code recognition (see Item 21.a).
"!!?’tdt 0n Î understand why code provisions for flame travel limits 
with FRT wood (maximum 10-1/2 ft.) are more restrictive than the per
formance of FRT wood documented by U.L. in the original "large scale"

70n  So 19th St P O Box 11700 ' Tacoma Washington 96411-0700 20( S65-6600
TI \ i  *i -* a ->r\



Mr. Ross Thomson 2 January 21, 1991

7. Comparative tests of wood and steel beams. -- Now that APA has 
organized a related corporation (American Wood Systems, or AWS) to 
provide quality assurance, research and development, and promotion 
of glulams, these tests are of more direct interest. Perhaps recent 
advancements in development of new fire-retardant coatings would help 
to reduce the extra size and lamination requirements for glulam beams 
where one-hour fire-resistive performance is required.

11. Engineered wood systems. -- APA recently sponsored a successful fire 
test at U.L. using wood I-joists in a one-hour floor-ceiling assembly. 
The test was conducted in accordance with IS0-834/ASTM El 19 fire
test procedures. This and other tests indicate to me that a more 
fire-resistive ceiling system is needed when lightweight structural 
wood floor framing (I-joists or floor trusses) is used when fire-rated 
construction is specified, than when conventional lumber joists are 
used. Architects/designers, builders and building officials need to 
understand this difference so that the construction is properly 
accomplished.

12. Technology transfer. -- See the enclosed APA brochure, "Fire-Rated 
Systems," which is widely distributed by mail and through field calls 
and seminars by APA Field Services Division representatives. A revi
sion is being processed now.

13. Heavy timber, calculation of fire resistance. -- See comments on 
Item 7.

19 &
20. a. Fire resistance tests (ASTM El 19) and NFoPA fire research program

(ISO 834). -- In addition to the fire test sponsored by APA on a 
floor-ceiling assembly (see comments on Item 11), an insulated load- 
bearing wall assembly also was tested successfully per ISO 834/ASTM 
E119 fire test procedures. Since the wall was non-symmetrical, two 
tests were conducted (one from each side). U.L. reports on the floor
ceiling and wall tests are scheduled to be available in February.

21. g. Problem areas not addressed (fire resistive cedar shingle/shake
roofing systems). -- Some new fire-retardant coatings or overlays 
are being developed or marketed for use on the back (bottom) surface 
of plywood or OSB as an alternative to FRT plywood for roof sheathing. 
If the coating or overlay is used on the top surface of "solid" roof 
decks (plywood or OSB) under cedar shingles/shakes, the fire resis
tance of the roof assembly might be much improved (for example, as an 
alternate to special purpose roofs in Section 3204(e) of the Uniform 
Building Code). Weather-resistive, pressure-impregnated fire- 
retardant treatments with improved durability are needed to reduce 
the flame spread for wood shingles/shakes, to complement the fire- 
resistive roof deck.

Other fire program items have a broader scope for wood construction, or 
other segments of the wood industry, and are not so specific to structural 
wood panel markets.
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I hope these comments are not too late for your consideration, and that you 
will find some ideas to be useful.

Let me know if you have any questions on these points.

Sincerely,

JOHN D. ROSE
Senior Engineer
Technical Services Division

JDR/pl

Enc.
be: MRO, TRF



J O H N  E D  R Y A N
P R O F E S S I O N A L  K N C iIN K E K  

201-052-9213
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Jan. 6, 1991

ROSS THOMSON ASSOCIATES 
68 Westpark Drive 
Ottowa, Canada, K1B 3E5

Dear Ross;
Sorry this response has been delayed. After return from 

San Antonio, everything got lost in shuffle of one thing or 
the other. We ran out of time and did not put up the 
Christmas tree.Finally got out the ceramic trees and some 
tinsel on Christmas eve.

We have tried to answer your inquirees as best we could 
without researching exact dates. It is also difficult to 
put a $ figure on all the accomplishments. It must exceed 
several Billions of dollars. The sale of interior wood finish 
wvex Lue years is a bay item in itself. The sale of any 
FRTW would have been impossible without the 1950 research. 
This has to be a $billion / year industry.

We failed to answer some items since we are not apprised 
of all the technical questions. In other words we have lost 
contact in some areas since 1984.

Have a GOOD 1991.

P.O. BOX 314 HO-HO-KUS. NEW JERSEY 07423
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Fire Program Impact on Wood Products Markets:

Fire Program Item 
(Description)

1. 20 Minute Fire Doors

Need developed for a fire protection rated replace
ment for the 1-3/4 in solid core wood door for use 
in walls having fire resistance ratings up to 1-hr (eg 
corridors in apartment buildings); 20 min doors 
now required in all North American building codes.

2. Fire Limits (Fire Zones)

Fire limits prohibited ‘combustible’ construction 
within a city’s inner ‘fire zone’; with restricted 
permission in the outer zones. Fire limits replaced 
(except in Standard Building Code) by site specific 
spatial separation requirements, allowing wood 
construction.

3. Component Additive Method (for fire resistance)

Dements (framing, protective membranes, etc ) in 
wall and floor assemblies are assigned ‘times’ 
which, when added, result in an assumed fire resist
ance rating for an assembly deemed to comply with 
building code requirements. Method obviates need 
for expensive tests on specific assemblies.

4. Heat Release Rate (large scale assemblies)

Research using ‘fire resistance’ wall furnace as a 
calorimeter showed fire-retardant-treated wood stud 
walls did not materially contributed to fuel released 
into a compartment fire, when compared to a steel 
framed wall.

5. Smoke Toxicity (New York State)

New York State passed a law requiring that all 
products used for interior linings in buildings 
be tested and registered for toxic potency, using 
the UPitt method; research at Weyerhaeuser enabled 
NFoPA to categorize wood products obviating 
need for each manufacturer’s product to be tested.

Year Achieved 
(approx)  (yes/no)

Market. Impact 
( $ eain/losO

i n Pf ^ ï ' 19Z 6 '  Some c o n f i d e n c e1 3 (.4 lnch door lost due to poor design and control. Also 
competition was looking for equivalency. 1 3 / 4 inch door 
outperformed in tests.
BETTER SALES Gain- $10 million

Began in 1965 Adopted INURANCE — 1969 
ICBO 1972
BOCA — 1975

Gain
$ Millions

ULC Carr, cl a 1 967
SBCC 1982
ICBA 1985
BOCA 1987

( j d i i l  Û. l i$ Millions

Began in 1968 
Continuing
Still needs implementation in 
building codes. Used success
fully on specific projects

19S3 -1984 
Accepted 1985 
Impact indeterminent since 
need for tests data only 
required for Int. Finish in 
1989. Products not eliminate 
but can not be used unless d P ^

i-CJ
i : " "  a a t a  h a s  b een  f i l e d  
U n d e r s t a n d ,  no wood i n î  f i n i  

sh ban ned  a t  t h i s  t i m e .

L
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6. Fire-Retardant-Treated Wood Roof System

Fire Program Item
(Description'l

Year
(approx)

Achieved
(ves/nnt

Market. Impact
( t  ooin/lApp\

House" done inTests "White 
1960 & 1961.
FRTW roofs approved equal to 
NC by Insurance & UL in 1962GM ’s Livonia fire resulted in development of a ‘non- 

combustible’ vapour barrier for use on steel roof decks.
A 100 ft ‘tunnel’ test onymv showed equal perform- /  FRTW Accepted by 
ance to the improved steel roof;both systems now 
called up in building codes and insurance industry.

7. Comparative Tests of Wood & Steel Beams

NFoPA conducted comparative tests on a laminated 
wood beam and a steel beam in the same furnace at 
Southwest Research Institute; the test was repeated 
using a wood joist vs steel bar jo is t Both showed 
sup>erior p>erformance of wood; tests were filmed 
(movie) and test reports widely distributee). ^  ^

8. Heat Release Rate (FM Calorimeter)

AWPI sponsored tests of fire retardant treated wood 
in the Factory Mutual 3 'x3 ’ Calorimeter, with the 
result that building codes consider frrw as an equival
ent to ‘non-combustible’.

9. Ohio State Tests

BOCA 1960 
SBCC 1970 (not roof&ICBO 1965 

ïmpact - At le $1 Bilu
ln sales of FRTW

V < U / i

e - -
Tests done in 1959-’60
Tests results and educational 
programs greatly benefited y - f  to allow better hgt & areas ' 
Also reduced predudice against^ wood. New program needed to 
educate new code officials /'/t

Part of program # 6 
Servea to convince Insurant interest of attvantages

Steel industry tests aimed at showing fire resistance 
tests on wood assemblies had ‘unfair’ advantage ^  
because of fuel contribution to the furnace fire - were 
unsuccessful; difference was marginal and combustion 
air had to be introduced in ‘heavy timber’ tests. Results /  
never published, but data useful to timber industry.

Tests cost AISI over $lmillio 
Never published after A 
réévaluation of data to 
show wood not a bad actor Data used by

3

to overcome 
proposals . 
Benefits. $

Lbr. Industry 
several negative
Mi 1 lions

10. House Trailer Tests

Responding to NBS bum-out tests on house trailers 
conducted for HUD, HPMA conducted tests at UL 
comparing plywood with gypsum wall linings; HUD

1963- 1965 
Due to test

did not include restrictions on plywood in its standards.

11. Engineered Wood Systems

Lightweight engineered wood systems are under attack 
by the fire service because o f injury or death to fire 
fighters said to result from failures o f these systems in 
fire. NFPRF is conducting a research program to 
evaluate these and light steel systems.

Again in 1970 
results there were no restrictions placed 

on use of wood paneling ’ *■* -i 1 homes. 
f?1"* ^ests & others eliminated FHA (HHF) restrictions 
n multi-family on w. Coast 

Gain, over |3 million
WE suggest that NFPA/WTCA 
program of defense proved 
problem was not related to 
building occupancy.
Also firemen have agreed
they need to learn better 
methods of fighting fires.
Personal-- Present efforts 
to appease firemen could backfire.

I
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12. Technology Transfer

a) Architectural Woodwork Institute has issued a new 
book on interior finish requirements of the U.S. i 
model building codes, highlighting architectural 
woodwork. .____ _ pU

Fire Program Item
(Description)

b) Canadian Wood Council has issued Fire Design 
Data Files, updating its commentary on the National 
Building Code o f Canada since 1975. 1990 comment
ary is being finalized.

Year Achieved
(approx) (ygs/np)

Market. Impact 
f-$ eain/loss)

in
in
QJ4-i TS 
O  QJa  a  or-i
<U QJ Ci > 
O  QJ E T>

Original Publ. in 1967 
1st revision 1971 
2nd.revision 1983
Has served to solve many /  

 ̂decisions for wood by the 
design architects.
$ impact-- $Millions

????? Were great help 
in the US Code programs

Qj O'. C tn re 
<  SZ

o

QJ
O'
QJ5

QJX2
f04->fO

c) National Forest ProductTAssociation has issued 
its Building Code Conforming Construction 
commentaries on wood use in the U.S.model codes. 7

O tn tj tn 
QJ

4J
tn
QJ r—t
tn to 
O' c  
p  oQQ -rH

d) HPMA has produced a booklet on ‘Design for Fire
Acceptance’. 7  Ÿ  Ÿ ?

e) Any other similar commentaries aimed at the design 
professions ??????????

“1982"=r—  revised 1984 /
Have had great impact on 
design professions and have/ been used to get many 
projects approvedAfter 5 years retirement 
we still get inquiries.
Benefit. Hundreds of Bldgs 
which may well have been Nr

13. Heavy Timber - Calculation of Fire Resistance

NFoPA conducted fire test in 1982 of a glulam beam to 
validate a fire resistance calculation method for use in 
the U.S. model codes (the T.T. Lie formulae had been 
in use in the Canadian code for several years). AJTC 
obtained NER 250 and published Technical Bulletin 
No. 7; the method has since been incorporated into die 
model codes proper.

d
1 9 8 3 - 1 84- nr,'
ÏCBO p r o w ™  9C “ hY Mserved to r-c rJata has
questions lf°lVe maiDy
^  Architects ?r*at-intere* " - . ects & engineers

/ •___ (J
14. Cone Calorimeter - ASTM E1354

Intended to provide input for fire growth (math) models, 
the cone provides ‘degree of combustibility' heat release 
data that can be used in building codes to replace the j  
non combustible requirements that ban outright the use ' 
of wood. ^

/  /  /
TOO EARLY to diagnose Hope method may
ïse HI36 and ” ^ aCe
N o n c o m b u s t ib le  c j fimplement ITEM # 4 U 

___________ tf/Tq A - r
15. Interior Finish - Hardwood Plywood

HPMA conducted tests at Southwest Research Institute 
on effect of hardwood plywood interior finish in a 
furnished residence, tracking tenability from room to 
room (doors open/closed). (was effect o f gypsum wall-/ 
board backing over studs also assessed ?) /

1963- 1968- See ITEM 10 
Has served to keep Interior 
finish limits reasonable. 
Also served to negate FHA 
regs on Multi-Family on 
^est Coast w h e re  no backing 

given to wood panel finish
we
is
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16. Ohio State Calorimeter - ASTM E906

Weyerhaeuser has been developing use of E906 for 
heat release input for fine growth models to correlate 
with the large scale Room Fire test, to evaluate effect 
o f  wood and other products in a fine environment

17. Large Scale Room-Bum Tests

a) USDA/Forest Products Lab conducted a large scale 
test on a room lined with t&g lumber, (Could FPL 
please supply: obiective/conclusions/impact along 
with copy of report ? )

b) Forestry Commission of New South Wales (Aust
ralia) with assistance from COF1 ran comparative 
tests (Room bum, E84 tunnel,E906 heat release and 
Australian AS1530.3 spread-of-flame) on western 
red cedar and other wood species/products at Weyer
haeuser with objective of rescinding Australian code 
restrictions on red cedar

18. Interior Finish - ASTM E84 Test

a) HPMA has provided a service to its members by 
evaluating members products in its E84 tunnel and 
publishing results for building code use.

b) NFoPA sponsored tests in the HPMA tunnel to 
compare effect of coatings (varnish, shellac) on 
white pine lumber, western red cedar.

c) Amendment to the calculation methods in E84 
have resulted in lowering the ‘numbers' afforded 
many wood products under test - bringing them well 
under the 200 flamespread limit in the U.S. codes.

19. Fire Resistance Tests: ASTM E l 19. E152

a) CWC conducted a series of fire resistance tests on 
insulated floor/ceiling assemblies using wood joists 
and plate connected trusses at National Research 
Council (NRCC) to validate proposed changes to the 
Canadian building code.(NBCC).

b) CWC conducted tests on insulated wall assemblies 
with studs at 24” o.c. to validate proposed changes to 
NBCC.

Fire Program Item
(Description')

Year Achieved
(approx) (yes/no)

Market. Impact 
( $ gain/Iossl

/

Remits of tests favorable '* to wood. However, use of dat«: can be a problem if not
fully monatored. ;

■ We suggest gettinq RD sts*

TOO EARLY to evaluate impact
There is great potential for 
using data for code changes

There is little doubt that 
all work on the E 84 tunnel 
nas had a very great positive 
impact on sales of wood panel 
ing and other wood products
The impact must be great 
since there is very little 
restrictions on wood for interior finish.It should be noted +- h = +■ j-u . 
Design of the HPMA tunr. by 
Robins, has resulted in a 
much better test & rebuilding 
of all other E84 tunnels

7  ? ?
• •

NFPA conducted unprotected 
wood joist tests to prove 
equivalency of 1 0-min rating 
Also proved Steel could not meet 10 min. criteria
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20. NFoPA Fire Research Program

a) Tests on wood framed walls and rated wood door 
assemblies under positive pressure (as is used in 
ISO test protocols) showed little effect; tests were 
conducted at Weyerhaeuser.

Fire Program Item ,
(Description)

Year Achieved Market. Impact
(approx) (ygs/n.Q) ( $ eain/loss)

® J nave changed attitude of Industry for positive pressure. However , if userf 
in E 152 Wood may suffer.

b) NFoPA has developed a fire growth model using 
heat release data for wood materials; CORNWALL 
simulates com a- or wall fire in a room. (It replaces 
MOSURF - modified OSU room fire - see item 16.)

c) A structural fire model (modified FEAFLO)has been 
developed for an unprotected joist floor system and 
an NER has been issued. A thermal transfer model 
developed at Forintek will be added to this model to 
provide a design tool for fire resistance of membrane 
protected joisted floor assemblies.

d) USDA/FPL are developing a model for wood 
truss floor systems; to be coupled with the Forintek 
thermal transfer model.

e) Fire resistance model(s) for design of ŵ all and 
roof assemblies are to be developed.

e) Materials bank o f selected wood species and 
products has been developed and maintained for 
future comparative and validation tests.

f) Basic research o f behaviour o f wood and wood 
products in fire has been carried; viz, chemical/ 
physical characteristics to predict heat release rate, 
and effect of char layer on fuel production.

g) An intermediate scale heat release test is to be 
developed under the program; means to evaluate 
assemblies is needed to ‘bridge the gap’ between 
small scale ‘single material’ tests and large scale 
(see Item No. 4) assembly heat release tests.

21. Problem Areas Not Addressed Above:

a) Degradation of fire retardant treated plywood 
roof sheathing and development of qualitative 
screening test.

?

FPL tests and recommendatior are being circulated and 
some of the pressure per se 
is eliminated. Treating 
industry has been TOO SLOW 
in it's response to the 
allegations. It appears 
that all companies are not 
responsible for problems
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Fire Program Item
(Description)

Year Achieved M arket Impact
(approx) (yes/no) ( $ eain/loss)

21. b) Automatic sprinkler protection; rules changes 
in NFPA No. 13 spacing/positioning under wood 
I-beams and trusses.

c) Fire risk assessment models provide an over-all 
framework to evaluate performance of wood 
buildings relative to fire safety, and consequently 
may (in future) be used as ‘deemed to satisfy’ 
criteria for building codes, (eg, models noted earlier 
would form part o f a ‘code conforming’ fire risk 
assessment model.)

Truss industry must 
respond to request for 
structure requirements£or hangers

7

PRESENT REGULATIONS (in U S are not restrictive.
Use of unsubstantuated high 
flux levels for tests could result in a reversal .

PUBLIC EDUCATION AS TO
® CT g r e a t l y 0

i f ™ ;  f l e s  t o  « t o r n ;n court does not overcon the political problem of ^educating public

d) Use of Room Fire Tests as means to regulate 
interior finish (potential restrictions on wood linings 
if  acceptance limits too low, or test parameters -eg 
heat flux inputs - are unrealistically high).

e) LIFT flame spread method will become 
universally accepted; industry needs to develop data 
on wood and wood based products using this 
apparatus, for input to fire growth models.

f) NIST models, like HAZARD I need correct small 
scale input for wood products; these fire hazard 
assessment models are being unversally accepted by 
fire scientists and fire protection engineers.

g) Ban on use of western red cedar shingles and 
shakes in the Los Angeles area, whether fire retard
ant treated or not; principle o f outright ban vs 
performance. (What research is needed ?)

h) Smoke obscuration will become more important as 
a fire safety criterion; there is a need to standardize 
terminology and cm a new or existing test method 
with realistic parameters.

i) NIBS toxic hazard test will be introduced into 
ASTM for peer review in 1991; while it has the 
potential o f replacing the New York State UPitt test 
(stopping its proliferation) (see Item No. 5) it could 
be adopted by other jurisdictions.Industry needs to 
ensure correct inputs and realistic parameters.

Agree - Look to Item 14 for 
y  possible beginning.However 
( s smoke itself may take back 

seat to Toxicity.

BETTER PROMOTION OF THE 
PROTOCAL REQUIRED EARLY ON 
LIKE YESTERDAY
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H A R D W O O D  P L Y W O O D  M A N U F A C T U R E R S  A S S O C I A T I O N

January 3, 1991
5-

Mr. C. Ross Thomson 
Ross Thomson & Associates 
68 Westpark Drive 
Ottawa, Canada K1B 3E5
Dear Ross:
Sorry to have to respond to your survey so late. As you know our 
industry has been in the more work/less staff/short deadline syndrome for a number of years.
On the attached survey, I have only completed those items with 
which we have direct familiarity. Because of space limitation: 
we are providing additional comments on the following items.

#5 - It is hard to assess the total impact of the New 
York market. Many companies would have chosen to file 
on their own if NFPA had not taken the leadership on 
filing requirements. The cost per company to test and 
file would generally range from $5 , 0 0 0 to perhaps over 
$50,000, depending on the number and complexity of 
products. The testing and filing costs, thus, for the 
entire industry would have been in the millions' of 
dollars if it had not been possible to file on a 
generic basis.
#10 - At the time that the UL 1977-1978 tests were 
done, plywood interior finish in mobile homes 
represented about 10% of U.S. production of hardwood 
plywood. In the first few years this would have 
translated to over $100,000,000 annually. Most of this 
market has been lost via a slow erosion over the past 
10-12 years. Perhaps more important is the precedent 
that would have been set if the HUD proposal for a 
Class A flamespread requirement had prevailed. The 
markets for all untreated Class C wood interior finish 
would have eventually been lost. In fact, Ross, I 
believe this represents a real future threat. With the 
weaknesses in HPMA (few wood paneling manufacturers 
left), cut backs at other trade associations, and the 
emphasis only on short term problems, we could probably 
not provide a team capable of adequately responding to 
a new Class A flamespread regulatory proposal.

1825 Michael Faraday Drive. P O. Bov 2789 Reston. VA 22090 
Phone: 703 435-2900 F A X  703 435-2537



Mr. C. Ross Thomson 
Page two 
January 3, 1991

#15 - The tests conducted at SWRI 23 years ago were in 
response to a code change proposal to require Class C 
wood interior finish to be applied to gypsum wall 
k^srd, irrespective of thickness of the wood paneling 
product. This could have had a somewhat similar, but 
less severe, impact as the HUD Class A interior finish proposal of the late 1970's.

Ross, I hope you have a productive 1991. Take care.
Sincerely,

William J. Groah 
Technical Director
WJG:dg 
Enc
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Fire Program Impact on Wood Products Markets:

Fire Program Item 
(Description)

1. 20 Minute Fire Doors

Need developed for a fire protection rated replace
ment for the 1-3/4 in solid core wood door for use 
in walls having fire resistance ratings up to 1-hr (eg 
corridors in apartment buildings); 20 min doors 
now required in all North American building codes.

2. Fire Limits (Fire Zones)

Fire limits prohibited ‘combustible’ construction 
within a city’s inner ‘fire zone’; with restricted 
permission in the outer zones. Fire limits replaced 
(except in Standard Building Code) by site specific 
spatial separation requirements, allowing wood 
construction.

3. Component Additive Method (for fire resistance)

Elements (framing, protective membranes, etc ) in 
wall and floor assemblies are assigned ‘times’ 
which, when added, result in an assumed fire resist
ance rating for an assembly deemed to comply with 
building code requirements. Method obviates need 
for expensive tests on specific assemblies.

4. Heat Release Rate (large scale assemblies)

Research using ‘fire resistance’ wall furnace as a 
calorimeter showed fire-retardant-treated wood stud 
walls did not materially contributed to fuel released 
into a compartment fire, when compared to a steel 
framed wall.

5 . Smoke Toxicity (New York State)

New York State passed a law requiring that all 
products used for interior linings in buildings 
be tested and registered for toxic potency, using 
the UPitt method; research at Weyerhaeuser enabled 
NFoPA to categorize wood products obviating 
need for each manufacturer’s product to be tested.

Year Achieved 
(approx) (ves/no)

)  ' f i s

Market. Impact 
( $ gain/loss)
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6. Fire-Retardant-Treated Wood Roof System

GM’s Livonia fire resulted in development o f a ‘non- 
combustible’ vapour barrier for use on steel roof decks. 
A 100 ft ‘tunnel’ test on fhw  showed equal perform
ance to the improved steel roof;both systems now 
called up in building codes and insurance industry.

7. Comparative Tests of Wood <£: Steel Beams

NFoPA conducted comparative tests on a laminated 
wood beam and a steel beam in the same furnace at 
Southwest Research Institute; the test was repeated 
using a wood joist vs steel bar jo is t Both show'ed 
superior performance of wood; tests were filmed 
(movie) and test reports widely distributed.

8. Heat Release Rate (FM Calorimeter)

AWPI sponsored tests of fire retardant treated w'ood 
in the Factory Mutual 3’x3’ Calorimeter, with the 
result that budding codes consider_/mv as an equival
ent to ‘non-combustible’.

Fire Program Item
(Description)

Year Achieved Market. Impact
fgpproxj (ye$/np) LS&ain/loss)

9. Ohio State Tests

Steel industry tests aimed at showing fire resistance 
tests on wood assemblies had ‘unfair’ advantage 
because of fuel contribution to the furnace fire - were 
unsuccessful; difference was marginal and combustion 
air had to be introduced in ‘heavy timber’ tests. Results 
never published, but data useful to timber industry.

10. ' g a r a g e tZ Z * * *
A / / cm  4 4

Responding toN BS burn-out tests cffhiereetrailws 
conducted for HUD, HPMA conducted tests at UL
comparing plywood with gypsum wall linings; HUD '  °  /V  & 3
did not include restrictions on plywood in its standards.

11. Engineered Wood Systems

Lightweight engineered wood systems are under attack 
by the fire service because of injury or death to fire 
fighters said to result from failures of these systems in 
fire. NFPRF is conducting a research program to 
evaluate these and light steel systems.
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12. Technology Transfer

a) Architectural Woodwork Institute has issued 
book on interior finish requirements of the U.S. 
model building codes, highlighting architectural 
woodwork.

Fire Program Item
(Description)

Year Achieved Market. Impact
(approxj t e / n g) ( $ eain/losO

new

b) Canadian Wood Council has issued Fire Design 
Data Files, updating its commentary on the National 
Building Code of Canada since 1975. 1990 comment
ary is being finalized.

c) National Forest Products Association has issued 
its Building Code Conforming Construction 
commentaries on wood use in the U.S.model codes.

d)44WrlA has produced a booklet on ‘Design for Fire 
Acceptance’.

e) Any other similar commentaries aimed at the design 
professions ??????????

13. Heavy Timber - Calculation of Fire Resistance

NFoPA conducted fire test in 1982 of a glulam beam to 
validate a fire resistance calculation method for use in 
the U.S. model codes (the T.T. Lie formulae had been 
in use in the Canadian code for several years). AJTC 
obtained NER 250 and published Technical Bulletin 
No. 7; the method has since been incorporated into the 
model codes proper.

t < f g r  - r t s
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14. Cone Calorimeter - ASTM E l354

Intended to provide input for fire growth (math) models, 
the cone provides ‘degree of combustibility’ heat release 
data that can be used in building codes to replace the 
noncombustible requirements that ban outright the use 
o f w ood

15. Interior Finish - Hardwood Plywood

HPMA conducted tests at Southwest Research Institute 
on effect of hardwood plywood interior finish in a 
furnished residence, tracking tenability from room to 
room (doorr openfeloDed)! (was effect of gypsum wall- 
•iau&ni backing over Jtudi alsu c s is ju I u //r* r
£>cv./L c f  £ v  /Loo *

7>r/£ Ooo/L

A /O  7 /C
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16. Ohio State Calorimeter - ASTM E906

Weyerhaeuser has been developing use of E906 for 
heat release input for fire growth models to correlate 
with the large scale Room Fire test, to evaluate effect 
o f  wood and other products in a fire environment

17. Large Scale Room-Bum Tests

Year Achieved Market. Impact
t e i o x )  (yes/np) ( $ gJn/loss)

Fire Program Item
(Description!

a) USDA/Forest Products Lab conducted a large scale 
test on a room lined with t&g lumber, (Could FPL 
please supply: obiective/conclusions/impact along 
with copy o f report ?!

b) Forestry Commission of New South Wales (Aust
ralia) with assistance from COFI ran comparative 
tests (Room bum, E84 tunnel,E906 heat release and 
Australian AS1530.3 spread-of-flame) on western 
red cedar and other wood species/products at Weyer
haeuser with objective o f rescinding Australian code 
restrictions on red cedar

18. Interior Finish - ASTM E84 Test

a) HPMA has provided a service to its members by /Û  "lo  _ 
evaluating members products in its E84 tunnel and 
publishing results for building code use.

b) NFoPA sponsored tests in the HPMA tunnel to 
compare effect of coatings (varnish, shellac) on 
white pine lumber, western red cedar.

19. Fire Resistance Tests: ASTM El 19. F.1S2

a) CWC conducted a series of fire resistance tests on 
insulated floor/ceiling assemblies using wood joists 
and plate connected trusses at National Research 
Council (NRCC) to validate proposed changes to the 
Canadian building code.(NBCC).

C ù* f 0j& 7 //sS4

A  4 7/S. 
r-

*  4 * * 3  r ;

\  Ç W j / f c j Z
-rs

} jC *>/^
/  y\.

b) CWC conducted tests on insulated wall assemblies 
with studs at 24” o.c. to validate proposed changes to 
NBCC.

%



American Hardhoard Association

January 2, 1991

Mr. Ross Thomson 
Ross Thomson and Associates 
68 Westpark Drive 
Ottawa, Canada K1B 3E5
Dear Ross:
And a Happy New Year to you!
I've attempted to fill in the Fire Program Survey to
the best of my ability. Frankly, I guessed at some dates.
I left some questions unanswered because I did not know 
the answers and felt others, more directly involved, 
would give you a fair appraisal.
I^didn't even know how to estimate market impact. Sorry,
I m not much help on that one.
Best personal regards.

1 ’eterson, CAE
Executive Vice President

CCP:vcc 
attach.

cc: L.E. Wagner - AHA

52d North Hick> • Palatine. Illinois, 60067 • 708-934-8801?
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Fire Program Impact on Wood Products Markets:

Fire Program Item 
(Description')

1. 20 Minute Fire Doors

Need developed for a fire protection rated replace
ment for the 1 -3/4 in solid core wood door for use 
in walls having fire resistance ratings up to 1-hr (eg 
corridors in apartment buildings); 20 min doors 
now required in all North American building codes.

2. Fire Limits (Fire Zones')

Fire limits prohibited ‘combustible’ construction 
within a city’s inner ‘fire zone’; with restricted 
permission in the outeT zones. Fire limits replaced 
(except in Standard Building Code) by site specific 
spatial separation requirements, allowing wood 
construction.

3. Component Additive Method ffor fire resistance)

Dements (framing, protective membranes, etc ) in 
wall and floor assemblies are assigned ‘times’ 
which, when added, result in an assumed fire resist
ance rating for an assembly deemed to comply with 
building code requirements. Method obviates need 
for expensive tests on specific assemblies.

4 . Heat Release Rate (large scale assemblies)

Research using ‘fire resistance’ wall furnace as a 
calorimeter showed fire-retardant-treated wood stud 
walls did not materially contributed to fuel released 
into a compartment fire, when compared to a steel 
framed wall.

5 . Smoke Toxicity (New York State)

New York State passed a law requiring that all 
products used for interior linings in buildings 
be tested and registered for toxic potency, using 
the UPitt method; research at Weyerhaeuser enabled 
NFoPA to categorize wood products obviating 
need for each manufacturer’s product to be tested.

Year Achieved Market. Impact 
(approx) (yes/no) ( $ g a in /w t

r #  T
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6 . Fire-Retardant-Treated Wood Roof System

GM ’s Livonia fire resulted in development of a ‘non- 
combustible’ vapour barrier for use on steel roof decks. 
A 100 ft ‘tunnel’ test on frtw' showed equal perform
ance to the improved steel roof;both systems now 
called up in building codes and insurance industry.

7. Comparative Tests o f Wood & Steel Beams

NFoPA conducted comparative tests on a laminated 
wood beam and a steel beam in the same furnace at 
Southwest Research Institute; the test was repeated 
using a wood joist vs steel bar jo is t Both showed 
superior performance of wood; tests were filmed 
(movie) and test reports widely distributed.

8. Heat Release Rate (FM Calorimeter)

AWPI sponsored tests o f fire retardant treated wood 
in the Factory Mutual 3 ’x3’ Calorimeter, with the 
result that building codes consider frtw' as an equival
ent to ‘non-combustible’.

9. Ohio State Tests

Steel industry tests aimed at showing fire resistance 
tests on wood assemblies had ‘unfair’ advantage 
because of fuel contribution to the furnace fire - were 
unsuccessful; difference was marginal and combustion 
air had to be introduced in ‘heavy timber’ tests. Results 
never published, but data useful to timber industry.

10. House Trailer Tests

Fire Program Item
(Description)

Year Achieved Market. Impact
(approx) (yes/nçQ ( $ eain/loss)
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Responding to NBS bum-out tests on house trailers 
conducted for HUD, HPMA conducted tests at UL 
comparing plywood with gypsum wall linings; HUD 
did not include restrictions on plywood in its standards.

0  / f

11. Engineered Wood Systems

Lightweight engineered wood systems are under attack 
by the fire service because o f injury or death to fire 
fighters said to result from failures of these systems in 
fire. NFPRF is conducting a research program to 
evaluate these and light steel systems.
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12. Technology Transfer

a) Architectural Woodwork Institute has issued a new 
book on interior finish requirements of the U.S. 
model building codes, highlighting architectural 
woodwork.

b) Canadian Wood Council has issued Fire Design 
Data Files, updating its commentary on the National 
Building Code of Canada since 1975. 1990 comment
ary is being finalized.

c) National Forest Products Association has issued 
its Building Code Conforming Construction 
commentaries on wood use in the U.S.model codes.

d) HPMA has produced a booklet on ‘Design for Fire 
Acceptance’.

e) Any other similar commentaries aimed at the design 
professions ??????????

Fire Program Item
(Description')

Year Achieved Market. Impact
(approx) (yes/no) ( $ eain/losO

13. Heavy Timber - Calculation of Fire Resistance

NFoPA conducted fire test in 1982 of a glulam beam to 
validate a fire resistance calculation method for use in 
the U.S. model codes (the T.T. Lie formulae had been 
in use in the Canadian code for several years). AITC 
obtained NER 250 and published Technical Bulletin 
No. 7; the method has since been incorporated into the 
model codes proper.

14. Cone Calorimeter - ASTM El 354

Intended to provide input for fire growth (math) models, 
the cone provides ‘degree of combustibility’ heat release 
data that can be used in building codes to replace the 
non combustible requirements that ban outright the lise 
o f wood.

15. Interior Finish - Hardwood Plywood

HPMA conducted tests at Southwest Research Institute 
on effect of hardwood plywood interior finish in a 
furnished residence, tracking tenability from room to 
room (doors open/closed). (was effect of gypsum wall- 
board backing over studs also assessed ?)
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16. Ohio State Calorimeter - A STM E906

Weyerhaeuser has been developing use o f E906 for 
heat release input for fire growth models to correlate 
with the large scale Room Fire test, to evaluate effect 
o f wood and other products in a fire environment

17. Large Scale Room-Bum Tests

a) USDA/Forest Products Lab conducted a large scale 
test on a room lined with t&g lumber, (Could FPL 
please supply: obiective/conclusions/impact along 
with copy of report ?)

b) Forestry Commission of New South Wales (Aust
ralia) with assistance from COFI ran comparative 
tests (Room bum, E84 tunnel,E906 heat release and 
Australian AS 1530.3 spread-of-flame) on western 
red cedar and other wood species^products at Weyer
haeuser with objective of rescinding Australian code 
restrictions on red cedar

18. Interior Finish - A STM E84 Test

a) HPMA has provided a service to its members by 
evaluating members products in its E84 tunnel and 
publishing results for building code use.

b) NFoPA sponsored tests in the HPMA tunnel to 
compare effect of coatings (varnish, shellac) on 
white pine lumber, western red cedar.

c) Amendment to the calculation methods in E84 
have resulted in lowering the ‘numbers’ afforded 
many wood products under test - bringing them well 
under the 200 flamespread limit in the U.S. codes.

19. Fire Resistance Tests: ASTM El 19. E152

a) CWC conducted a series of fire resistance tests on 
insulated floor/ceiling assemblies using wood joists 
and plate connected trusses at National Research 
Council (NRCC) to validate proposed changes to the 
Canadian building code.(NBCC).

Fire Program Item
(Description)

Year
(approx)

Achieved Market. Impact 
£yes/no) ( S gain/losO

b) CWC conducted tests on insulated wall assemblies 
with studs at 24” o.c. to validate proposed changes to 
NBCC.
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20. NFoPA Fire Research Program

a) Tests on wood framed walls and rated wood door 
assemblies under positive pressure (as is used in 
ISO test protocols) showed little effect; tests were 
conducted at Weyerhaeuser.

b) NFoPA has developed a fire growth model using 
heat release data for wood materials; CORNWALL 
simulates comer or wall fire in a room. (It replaces 
MOSURF - modified OSU room fire - see item 16.)

c) A structural fire model (modified FEAFLO)has been 
developed for an unprotected joist floor system and
an NER has been issued. A thermal transfer model 
developed at Forintek will be added to this model to 
provide a design tool for fine resistance o f membrane 
protected joisted floor assemblies.

d) USDA/FPL are developing a model for wood 
truss floor systems; to be coupled with the Forintek 
thermal transfer model.

e) Fire resistance model (s) for design of wall and 
roof assemblies are to be developed.

e) Materials bank of selected wood species and 
products has been developed and maintained for 
future comparative and validation tests.

f) Basic research of behaviour of wood and wood 
products in fire has been carried; viz, chemical/ 
physical characteristics to predict heat release rate, 
and effect of char layer on fuel production.

g) An intermediate scale heat release test is to be 
developed under the program; means to evaluate 
assemblies is needed to ‘bridge the gap’ between 
small scale ‘single material’ tests and large scale 
(see Item No. 4) assembly heat release tests.

21. Problem Areas Not Addressed Above:

a) Degradation o f fire retardant treated plywood 
roof sheathing and development of qualitative 
screening test.

Fire Program Item
(Description!
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Year Achieved Market. Impact
(approx) (yes/np) ( $ gain/lnsO



November 21, 1990

Mr. C. Ross Thomson 
Ross Thomson & Associates 
68 Westpark Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario K1B 3E5 
Canada

Dear Ross:

In response to your letter of November 9, 1990, I have the following comments on 
Fonntek (Canada) Corporation's fire research programs.

Had it not been for my attendance at the August 1990 meeting of the North 
American Wood Products Fire Research Consortium (NAWPFRC), I would not be aware 
of Forlntek's fire research programs, or those of other groups. This emphasizes 
a basic need to improve the "visibility" of fire research programs at Forintek 
Perhaps a synopsis of programs underway, planned or needed should be published 
on a regular basis (annually) in the Forest Products Journal, to disseminate 
information to a wider audience in the wood products industry.

Also, I was struck with the impression that fire research programs are being 
undertaken in a "piece-meal" approach by many wood industry organizations. In 
general, fire research programs do not seem to be focused on coordinated,
"goal-oriented" end-use applications, but rather on "bits and pieces" of larger, 
long-range fire research programs. This is not to say that such specific 
studies aren't necessary, but rather they should be identified as part of the 
overall program.

For example, the following fire research programs at Forintek were reported on 
in recent NAWPFRC meetings:

a. Heat transfer model for gypsum wallboard in wood-stud partitions.

b. Improved taped-joint for gypsum wallboard.

c. Use of heat release measurements to define combustibility.

d. Heat release by room lining materials.

e. Smoke development in compartments; cone calorimeter (ASTM E 1354) vs 
NBS/NIST smoke chamber (ASTM E 662).

f. Measurement of toxic combustion gases from wood materials.

7011 So 19th St PO Box 11700 , Tacoma Washington 98411-0700 206 565-0600 
TLX 32 7430 ' FAX 206 565-7265
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While these research programs provide technical information which address 
specific questions, it seems to me that programs should be developed or present
ed in terms of their relation to larger, long-range program goals.

There also seems to be some overlap on fire research programs with other 
organizations. For example, the Canadian Wood Council also reported on research 
related to the calculation method for determining fire resistance of wood-stud 
walls.

There is a strong need in the construction market to develop more choices for 
fire-rated wood systems for floor-ceiling, roof-ceiling and wall applications. 
Systems that are both fire and acoustically rated are needed, for both national 
and international markets. Tests to develop these systems have the advantage of 
establishing short-range goals with quick, highly-visible results which can in
crease wood markets. As a result, they may gain wider wood industry support.

For example, APA has contracted with U.L., Inc. to conduct fire tests per ISO 
Standard 834 on a floor-ceiling assembly with I-joists, and load-bearing insu
lated exterior walls with gypsum sheathing installed over plywood sheathing 
(shear wall application), with wood studs spaced 24-in. o.c. The tests are 
scheduled for December 1990.

I also suggest that Forintek should consider seeking building code recognition 
as a testing laboratory from the Council of American Building Officials (CABO), 
via a CABO National Evaluation Services Committee report. This would allow wood 
products manufacturers or trade associations to utilize the Forintek laboratory 
in conducting fire tests for subsequent building code recognition (assuming that 
Forintek has the necessary test facilities to conduct ASTM E 119, E 84, E 108 
and/or other such tests).

Also, Forintek should advertise their fire test capabilities in trade magazines 
such as the Forest Products Journal, ASTM Standardization News, etc. Forintek 
could be another source for fire testing of wood-framed assemblies, which would 
be of value to wood products (and gypsum wallboard) manufacturers, especially if 
test costs were less than charged by other testing laboratories or quality con
trol agencies. Forintek might serve as the focal point of such testing for the 
wood products industry.

Ross, I hope these constructive comments will assist in your study and evalua
tion of Forintek's fire research programs and services.

I will be preparing for the U.L. fire tests as noted above, and will not be able 
to attend the ASTM E5 meeting in San Antonio, Texas. However, if you have any 
questions or wish to discuss these ideas further, please feel free to call or 
write.

Sincerely,

\ h - L v y  . . vttK
JOHN D. ROSE
Senior Engineer
Technical Services Division

JDR/nc

cc: Tom Flint


